COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT FELLOWSHIPS
Spring 2017 Highlights

A public service experience for select W&M alumni to develop their active citizenship and work for community change. Each Fellow addresses specific community-driven goals, and all Fellows participate in activities focused on their personal and professional development.

Meredith Randle, Fellow for Local Engagement
- Engaged 150+ participants in facilitated dialogues and discussions on topics including civic engagement, human trafficking, and active citizenship
- Led Grove Bread Team of W&M student volunteers who composted almost 300 lbs. of potential food waste

Meghan Foley, Fellow for Alternative Breaks
- Strengthened relationship with Branch Out alumni, resulting in the majority of spring alternative break teams meeting with local alumni
- Developed comprehensive training manuals for alternative break fellow, student coordinators, and site leaders.

Katie Conely, Fellow for Health & Nutrition
- Produced RevYourBev video to educate K-12 students on healthy beverage choices
- Led Hark Upon The Burg: Hunger Action Week including documentary screening, food drive, and anti-hunger service project

Kim Green, Fellow for Education
- Advised student leadership of Big Trip which brought 57 K-12 and W&M students to Washington D.C. for an educational field trip
- Hosted Collaborate to Educate Conference including nine workshops on topics such as diversity and inclusion, reading strategies, and students experiencing homelessness

The Community Engagement Fellowships are a program of The Office of Community Engagement
wm.edu/oce  oce@wm.edu